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Who can Kiam trust when friends behave as ruthlessly as enemies and the person that he is most
loyal to is the very one that has a gun aimed at his back? Reeling in a bloodthirsty rage, he takes to
the streets with only one mission on his mind - vengeance. Blood-stained hands and deceitful
hearts have destroyed an undying allegiance. As Kiam unleashes his vicious murder game on
known adversaries, he overlooks the true enemy which is nearest. However, spilled blood will lead
him to the truth. These jaunt of revelations will untangle a cleverly spun web of deception. Ride with
the authors through the cruddy streets of Cleveland, Ohio as they reveal that sometimes the bitch
you can't trust is the one closest to you.
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Kiam is back and he is on the warpath to avenge the deaths of his beloved and their child. Holding a
city under siege, anyone caught breathing wrong could be gunned down. As deceptions continue to
rise and internal soldiers continue to fall, it's just a matter of time before it all comes crumbling down
around his feet. In this book the lyrics "Smiling faces tell lies" rings out so clearly.Blood Money is still
doing their torturous killing, but folks aren't just sitting back letting it happen. With eyes wide open
and ears to the ground, the players are leaving no stones unturned to find this band of ruthless
killers.Fickle alliances are formed as other street kings do their best to protect their empires. But
who is there to trust in this dog eat dog world where only the strongest and sagest will survive?Trust
No Bitch 3 is a sit on the edge of your seat, action-packed roller coaster of a ride. This book had so

many twists and turns, every time I thought I'd figured out how it was going to end, another loop was
thrown in. Despite how the cards stacked against him, Kiam was a man who stood on principles,
yielding an unusual set of attributes: a stone cold killer with a tender heart for those he loved and a
code of honor that may cost his life. Although he was feared, people respected him because he was
the real deal. He said what he meant, meant what he said and didn't deviate in the face of
pressure.Ca$h and Nene weave stories together so seamlessly it puts me in the mind of those
marriages that last for decades. A gentle ebb and flow, where each is able to function fully inside
their gift, inside their role, their longevity serving as a witness and testament to heaven-made
matches. Individually, their talents stand alone and compel readers to want more. Together, these
two are pure fire! Without question another 5 star read.

This series made me feel like I was a fly on the wall in the characters house, car, jail cell, bedroom
and every where else they went. The story line had a twist which was unexpected. I would
recommend this book to everyone I know. GREAT READ!!!

Omg what a way to end a series. This book had me on the edge and I did not want to put it down.
The book picks up where the second one left off. Big Zo's plan is slowly coming together and
everyone is struggling to stay alive. There is so much betrayal n deceit going on, you don't know
who to trust. When the true snake is revealed, there is hell to pay and then some. Read and follow
Kiam as he is placed in this intricate chess game of death, betrayal and loyalty. Who will be the
ultimate king of this deadly game of chess well read and find out . Checkmate to both authors, job
well and top notch kudos. Trust me the book does not disappoint.

From the very first page I was pulled in and for the life of me I couldn't put this book down. Reading
about Kiam and all he goes through would make you think he would fold but the gangsta in him kept
him going and took him to a level no one expected. When everything and everyone around him
started to drop he kept pushing until the end and what an ending it was.I've read many series that I
liked but the collab between Cash and Nene made this series one of a kind. I hope to see much
more from them writing as a team.If you haven't read this series you're truly missing out.

Wow. This was an excellent read. I didn't like how it ended, but it was what it was. Kiam and Juju
were the stuff. I would have liked to see the snakes in their camp get more torture for all the tragedy
and mayhem they brought to their own camp. Big Zo was the worst disappointment of all. All three

books told a story that will stay with me awhile. Definitely recommended.

Simply put, Trust No Bitch part 3 WAS ALL THAT AND THEN SOME! Treebie, Lissha and Bayonna
are all back and they're in it to win it! Still mourning the loss of one of their sisters and closest
comrades, these ladies are out for blood.....BLOOD MONEY, THAT IS!Kiam is on a rampage
seeking out disloyalty that could very-well be coming from within his own camp; there's a snake in
the grass and he'll stop at nothing to weed it out.Could Wolfman be the culprit behind all the
murders of Kiam's men, or has Kiam been sleeping with the enemy all along?Blood Money is
stacking bodies left and right, but no one knows who this deadly crew is looking through those
fire-red eyes; one thing's for certain and two things for sure, their game is murder and their motive is
money.....but somebody has to die!Who will be the last man/bitch standing?Before it's all said and
done, the streets will be in a traffic jam filled with Hearse', and the city will be painted in blood. When
you live life surrounded by killers, you TRUST NO BITCH!Please, believe this novel will have you on
the edge of your seat with anticipation and anxiety, wondering how it all unfolds! The plot/storyline
was off the damn meter from beginning to end! Ca$h and Nene Capri have outdone themselves
again! 5 stars across the board! STR8 LIKE 'DAT! AND IN THAT ORDER!

I tell you what this book was off the damn chain everything that you thought you knew quickly went
up in the damn smoke. Cash & Nene Capri put this on the map as one of my all time favorite series
they definitely did their thang on this one. I'm still in shocked and can't believe that every thing had
transpired and the name Trust No Bitch will all be sketched in my mind for a very long time as I am
still in my feelings. I have read many and I do mean many books but this was just the truth I have
had so many different emotions going on I was sad and then I was so angry. Each character had
there own issues going on that had made them the way they are,how the authors put the plot
together. It would take a master of minds to make it happen as it did. I just can't say enough about
this book it was just Awesome!
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